Neurochemical and behavioral effects of catecholamine and protein synthesis inhibitors in mice.
A series of biochemical and behavioral experiments tested the hypothesis that anisomycin (ANI), a protein synthesis inhibitor, produced decrements in long-term memory by raising free tyrosine levels and by the accumulation of catecholamines (CAs) rather than by its primary effect on protein synthesis. We compared the effects of ANI and three catecholamine synthesis inhibitors (CAIs)--diethyldithiocarbamic acid, alpha-methyl-p-tyrosine, and tetrabenazine--on cerebral concentrations of tyrosine and CAs and on the rate of accumulation of CAs. ANI had a relatively small effect, whereas the CAIs resulted in large reductions. When ANI and a CAI were used in combination, effects on CA levels were determined mainly by the CAI. The amnestic effects of ANI and the CAIs were also compared across seven experimental paradigms. Pretraining administration of any of the four drugs could result in amnesia for passive avoidance training, but only when training was weak. With an increase in training strength, a series of three injections of ANI (one pre- and two post-training) caused amnesia, but a similar series of CAI injections did not. Substituting one CAI injection for the second of three successive ANI injections did not cause amnesia, but substituting cycloheximide, another protein synthesis inhibitor, resulted in amnesia. With an active avoidance test, ANI caused amnesia while AMPT did not; d-amphetamine blocked the amnestic effect of ANI but caused amnesia in AMPT injected mice. Whereas ANI lengthened the temporal gradient over which electroconvulsive shock produced amnesia, AMPT or DDC did not. DDC caused only transient amnesia for passive avoidance training, while the amnestic effect of ANI remained constant at 24-hr and 1-week retention tests. We conclude that ANI and CAIs have distinctly different abilities to produce amnesia. These experiments provide additional support for the hypothesis that protein synthesis is required for formation of long-term memory.